SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS
Please read instructions completely before setting up your umbrella. Make sure you have all the components identified on the parts list. Recommended procedure below. For safety reasons it is recommended that 2 people set-up / pack down any umbrella.

1. Remove umbrella frame from packaging & stand upright into the base plate.

2. Tighten the two black handles until secure.

3. Secure the base by fixing to the ground or secure additional weight to base.

4. Using a step ladder carefully place the umbrella canopy over the top of the frame.

5. Go around the umbrella ensuring the canopy is correctly laying over the frame.

6. Insert the black washers and bolts into the eyelets and secure with Allen key.

7. Repeat step 4 until canopy is secure to frame.

8. Using the grey rope firmly pull in a downwards motion to open the umbrella.

9. Continue pulling down on the rope while using the pin attached to secure the umbrella.

10. There are three fixing positions on the frame pole. Do not force the umbrella to the highest position.

11. Secure the rope on the hook.

OPTIONAL WEIGHT PLATE

PREMIUM PATIO INSTRUCTIONS
6' x 6' | 8' x 8' | 10' x 10'
Diameter 8' | 10' | 11' | 13'

PARTS LIST

QTY 1
Allen Key

QTY 8
Canopy to rib screw & washer
6’x6’ Square QTY4

WHAT YOU’LL NEED LIST
Stanley knife
Step Ladder